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We consider the following problem: To what extent is the homology of an infinite 
cyclic cover approximated by the homologies of the corresponding cyclic covers. 
Theorem 1.1 below implies that the homology of the infinite cyclic cover embeds in 
the inverse limit of the homologies of the corresponding cyclic covers if we take the 
homologies with coefficients in integers or in a finitely generated commutative ring 
over the integers. Theorem 1.1 and its extensions are discussed in Section 1. In 
Section 2, we use these results to give a short proof of a theorem of Gordon [S], who 
studied periodicity in the branched covers of classical knots. We also prove a similar 
theorem for higher dimensional knots and for Milnor fibrations whose link is a 
rational homology sphere. In all these cases, periodicity in the homology of 
branched covers is equivalent to the periodicity of the monodromy and the periods 
are equal. We are indebted to Balwant Singh and Gopal Prasad for useful 
discussions. 
I. A theorem on modules over abe’lian group rings 
Let HT be the integral group ring of the infinite cyclic group T, generated by t. 
Let T, denote T/(t”}. Given a module M over ZT, we consider the system of 
ZT-modules (M,},Ez+, where M,, = MB ZT,, = M/(t” - 1)M. Clearly {A&} is an 
inverse system of ZT-modules. Let &! dliote the inverse limit of {M,}. We will call 
fi the completion of M. Let i : M + fi, pn : M + M,, qn : I&-* M, and 
P l Mne+M,, if n/n’ be the natural maps. We have commutative diagrams: n’.n l 
With the above notations, we have: 
If M is a finitely generated ZT-m ale, then the namd map 
i : Jd + I& is injective. It is an isomorphism if and only A_’ (t ” .I- l)M = 0 for some n. 
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Proof. Let K,, be the kernel of p,,. It is enough toshow that n K, = 0. Suppose 
not. Consider the set of submodules L such that L# n (L + K,). This set is 
non-empty since (0) # n ((0) + K,). Since ZT is Noetherian, there is a maximal 
element, say N, such that N# n (N + K,,), Let P = n (N + K,), Then P is 
contained in all submodules of M which properly contain N Hence P/N is simple 
and the annihilator Y%R of 9/N is a maximal ideal. Hence N is 9%primary in M (see 
[ 1, Chapter IV], or [7, Chapter VI]). Therefore M/N has finite length (see [l, 
Chapter IV, 55, Proposition 71). Thus M/N has a Jordan-Holder series of simple 
modules. But all simple modules over ZT are fields and they are finite by Hilbert’s 
Nullastellensatz. Thus M/N is 3nite and therefore (t” - 1) annihilates M/N for 
some n. Hence K, = (t” - l)M (1: N, which contradicts N# n(N + K,). We con- 
cludlz that (0) = nK,, and i : M + h is injective. ’ ’ 
Now, consider the linear tops. logy on M generated by K,. Since n K,, = 0, the 
topology is To (see [6]) and henc t M is a Hausdorff, completely regular space. Since 
M has a countable base, M is metrizable (see [6, Chapter III]). If i : A4 --) a is an 
isomorphism, then M is complete. Thus M is a complete, metric topological group. 
If 0 is not a discrete point of M, tihen M - x is dense in M for every x E M. Since M 
is countable, this is impossible by Baire’s categor; theorem (see [6, p. 2001). Thus 0 
is a discrete point of M. Thus K,, vanishes for some y1 or equivalently (t” - l)M = 0 
for some it. 
1.2. Remark. When forming M, it is enough to take the inverse limit along any 
cofinal subsystem. In the next section we will find it useful to consider the cofinal 
systems UK, L+ for a fixed integer m. 
For a finitely generated ;abelian group G, we will denote by c(G) the pair 
(r(G), 0 (G)) w h ere t(G) is the rank of G and o(G) is the order of the torsion 
subgroup of G. We have a partial order on the set of c(G)‘s by defining 
c(G,) 2 c(G2) if either r(G1:) > r(G2) or r(G1) = r(Gz) and o(G1) a o(Ga). 
1.3. Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated ZT-module. Then c(M,,,) is bounded 
if and only if (t” - 1)M = 0 for some m. 
Proof. Suppose that the maximum isattained for c(M,,,), then consider the cofinal 
system {Mm )H+* Since P1m.m is surjective, and c (Mm) is maximal, we see that p1nr.m is 
an isomorphism. Thus M = L&%Ml, = Mm. Hence 4m : Q + Mm is isomorphism. 
From the commutative diagram at the beginning of the section relating pn, qn, i we 
see that pm : M 3 Mm is an isomorphism. Hence (t” - 1)M = 0. 
In 1.1 (and 1.5 below), it is clear that we can replace E by any 
ated commutative ri over H, in particular by y finite ring or 
rings of integers in a number field. ow sver we cannot replac by the ration& 
as the example M = QT/(2t - 1) shows. 
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Now let G be a finitely generated abelian group and let A = ZG. Consider the 
set {HI)IEI of finite quotients of G. For any A-module M, and i E I, let Mi = 
M@za ZHi and form fi as before. The proof of 1.1 generalizes to yield. 
1.5. Theorem, If M is finitely generated, then the natural map i : M + & is 
injectiue. It is an isomorphism if and only if the natural map M + Mi is an 
isomorphism for some i E I. 
2. Applications 
Let X be a finite connected complex and suppose that there is an epimorphism 
8 : IT,(X)-, I”‘, the infinite cyclic group. Then we can form the infinite cyclic cover 
r7‘ and finite cyclic covers Xk, k B 1 corresponding to 6 (se [S] and [lo]). We will 
identify X with X1. Let C,(X,) and C,(z) denote the integral chain complexes of 
Xk and X. Then we have exact sequences: 
(2 1) . o-, C*(lc)-= C*(X)+ C*(Xk)+O 
and 
l + f$+,(~).?!i, Hi+,(X)+ Hi+*(X) 
(2 2) . 
+&(j+--, H,(Xk)+ Ho(r?r)-*O. 
From (2.2), we obtain short exact sequences: . 
O-, Hi ;%)/(t” - I), Hi (z)-* Hi (xk) 
(2 3) . 
--) Kernel (c” - I), 1 Hi--, (z)-, 0, isl. 
From (2.3), we see that the completion (Hi(X))” of Hi(x) maps injectively into 
Lim Hi(Xk). Combining with Theorem 1 .l, we have: 
2.4. Proposition. The natwal map HI (%)--, Lim Hi(Xk) is injectiue for all i 3 0. c--- 
Let h (resp. hi) denote the isomorphism of H,(g) (resp. Hi(2)) induced by t. 
Let Ck (resp. cf) denote C(H,(%)) (resp. c(Hi(gk))). 
some m >O. 
c k (resp. c:) is bounded if and onZy if h m resp. h i”) is identity for 
(X)/(t” - l)* Hi( e I milt now follows from 
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‘The next results are concerned with relating the exact periodicity in Hi (Xk) and 
the order of hr. In some geometric situations, we can replace Xk by branched 
covers* For exampie, consider the case when X is the exterior of a locally flat PL 
embedding of S n in S”‘**. In this case, we have for each k, a branched cover Bk of 
S”+* obtained by sewing S” X D* to Xk canonically. The homologies of Xk and Bk 
difFer only in dimensions 1and n + 2 and we have an exact sequence (see [S]): 
We first observe an easy co‘ro :lary of Proposition 2.5. It is known that the Z-rank of 
Hi(X) is finite (see Ill]) an therefore the rank of Hi(Bk) is bounded. From this 
and Proposition 2.5, it folio NS that: 
2.7. Corollary. If the orderof the torsion subgroup of H + (Bk) is bounded, then h m is 
identity for some m 3 0. MoReover, if n,(X) is infinite cyclic and n 2 4, then X fi bres 
over s’. 
The last remark follows from [2], since H rlr (.@ will be finitely generated if k m is 
identity for some m 3 0, We ;QOW recall a theorem of Gordon which characterizes 
the periodicity in the homology of branched covers of classical knots. 
2.8. Theorem (Gordon [S]). For a 1oct;rlly flat knot in S3, the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) H1(Bk)= H,(BI+,,) for all k, 
(ii) HI(&) = H@%,,,~) for all k, 
(iii) the first AIexanaler invariant &(t)( = AI(t)/A2(t), where At(t) is the ifh 
Alexander polynomial of the knot) divides t m - 1. 
In [5] the difficult part of the prool of Theorem 2.8 is in showing that (i) implies 
(iii). We will give a short proof of this implication using Theorem 1.1 and Remark 
1.2. Consider H1(H& as; 1 varies over integers. By Remark 1.2, Theorem 1 .l and’ 
(2.6) (H,(z))^ = &@ HI(BI, ) and the right hand side is isomoprhic to Hl(Bm ) if (i) 
is satisfied. From the commutative diagram: 
we see that HI(x) = HI(&) and therefore (by (2.6)) (t” - l), = h y - 1 annihilates 
HI(%). It is known that HI(x) is torsion free. Since h y - 1 annihilates it, it is 
finitely generated over . Hence a matrix of hl gives a presentation matri 
*(t) is primitive and is the characteristic polynomial o
at we can replace (i) by t 
e will now prove a general result which will imply results similar to Theorem 
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2.8, for higher dimensional knots and Milnor fibrations if the link is a rational 
homology sphere. In the case of classical Einks and general Milnor fibrations the 
result will relate periodicity in hi with the periodicity in Hi of the cyclic covers. Let 
kX be’as in the beginning of this section. We will denote by hA the homology 
isomorphism induced in Hi (k; A) by t. If we do not mention the coefficients, it is 
understood that we are using integer coefficients. 
2.10. Theorem. With the, above notation, the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) Hi(Xk)B Hli(Xk+,,,) for all k and i s j, 
(2) Hi (Xk ) e Hi (Xtk,m)) fat all k and i G j, 
(3) (h”)” is identity for all i s j, where A is any finitely generated abelian group. 
Proof, We will first show that (1) implies h ? = 1 for all i G j. From (2.2). we see 
that the groups H@)/(tk - l), H,(z) are periodic with period m. This implies as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.8 that hy is identity. Inductively assume that k r is 
identiity for s s i - 1 < j. Consider 
04 Hi(X)/(t’” - l)* Hi(Z)+ Hi(X,m)+ Hi-l(rJzr)+O 
I I 
I 
(2.11) Ph.m I 
O-, H@)/(t” - l)* Hi (2) + Hi (Xm ) + ii! -I(X) j.0. 
The diagram is commutative, the first vertical map is surjective and the maps 
Hi(Air,“)+ Hi-l(X) and l&(X,)+ Hi-1(%) are surjective since h F”-1 is identity. We 
will need the following lemma which is easily proved by the elementary divisor 
theorem: 
2.12. Lemma. Let 0+A1+Az-,A3+0 
be a commutative diagram of finitely generated abelian groups and suppose that f, is 
surjective and the rows are exact. If c (Ai) = c(Bi), i = 2,3, then f, is an isomorphism. 
By Lemma 2.12, we see that P1m.m is an isomorphism. Hence (Hi(x))^ is 
isomorphic to Hi (Z)/(t m - l), Hi($) or equivalently (as in the proof of Theorem 
2.8) h y is identity. Thus h ? is identity for all i G j. To prove for other coefficients, it 
is enough to prove that (h?)m is identity when A is a finite cyclic group. We still 
have the analogues of (2.1), (2.3) and (2.11) is still valid by induction. Now since the 
groups involved are finite, from (2.11) we conclude that the orders af 
Hi (2; A)/(t’” - l)*Hi(X;A) and Hi(Z;A *Hi(Z;A) are the same. 
Since p &,m is surjective, it is an isomorphism. zxn conclude as before (see 
Remark 1.4), (h t)m is identity for i s j if A is cyclic and hence for all finitely 
generated abelian groups A. 
To prove that 2.10(3) implies 2.10(l), we ma_- assume j 3 1. Consider the 
sequence 
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O-, H,(%; A)/(tk -l)*H,(~;A)-*Hi(Xk;A)-*Ker(t” -l),)Hi-l(X;A)*O. 
Since t t = t ii”, we conclude that Hi (Xk ; A) and Hi(Xk+m ; A) are extensions of 
isomorphic groups for i e j. Firstly taking A = H, we have rank of Hi(Xk) = rank of 
Hi(Xk+,,,) if i G j. Moreover for i = 1, we have Ker(tk - l), 1 Ho(X) = Ho(X) = Z. 
Thus HI(Xk) = HI(Xk+,m) for all k. Assume, inductively that we have proved 
H*(Xk) = H,(Xk+,,,), for S s i - 1 < j. By the above remarks, rank of Hi(Xk) = rank 
of Hi(Xk+,) and order of (X, ; _A) = order of H,(Xk+,,,; A) if A is finite. Now 
Hi(Xk; A) = Hi(Xk)BA @Tor, (Hi-j(Xk); A). Taking A = z/p’k for primes p, 
since Hi-l(Xk) and Hi-l((i&+m) are isomorphic, we have, order of Hi(Xk)@Z/p’Z = 
order of Hi (Xk+m) 8 Z/p’.Z f or all 9 and r. This is enough to conclude that the 
p-primary part of Hi(Xic) is i;lomorphic to the p-primary part of Hi(Xk+m) for all p. 
Since the ranks are equal, vti conclude that Hi(Xk) is isomorphic to Hi(Xk+m)m 
We will show that 2.10(l) implies 2.10(2). Since 2.10(2) clearly implies 2.10(l), 
this will complete the proof of the theorem. Let K:(A) denote 
Hi(X; A)/(tk - I)* Hi(8; A). As in [5] we choose positive integers r and J; such 
that rk = (k, m) + sm. Conaider the commutative diagram 
(2.13) 
Since 2.10(l) implies 2.10(3), the map pA &,(k,m) is an isomorphism. Since all the maps 
are surjective, we see that p 2.k and pCfk,m) are isomorphisms. From the exact 
sequence O+K:(Z)+H,(Xk)-*Z+O and the similar one for H,(Xtk,m,) we 
conclude that Hl(Xk) and H1(Xtk,m,) are isomorphic. Suppose that we have proved 




O+ K&m)(A)-* Hi(X(k,m), A)* Ker(f”*“‘- l)* 1 Hi-l(Z; A)+09 
O-, Ker(tk -l)*I Hi-~(ri;A)~Hii~(~;A)~Image(tk-l)*+O 
J 
0 -* Ker (t(k*m) - 
4 
l)* 1 HL@; A ) + H+#; A ) + Image (t(k9m)- l , --) 0, 
O+ Image(tk - l), 
4 
+ H&t; A)-+ K:-‘(A)-, 0 
4 4 
O+ Image (t(knm)- l), --) H+,(X; A + K:&,(A)+ 0. 
From these sequences and (2.13), taking A = Z, we conclude that rank of 
Hi(Xk) = rank Hi(Xfk,m)). Taking A = H/p? for primes p and by induction, we 
conclude as in the above para, that the p-primary parts of Hi (Xk) and Hi (X[k,m)) are 
isomorphic. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
7. Clearly Theorem 2.10’ implies the analogue of Theorem 2.8 for 
higher dimensional knots. Moreover, the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.10 
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shows that if c (H;: (Xk)) = c(H, (Xk+,)) for all k and i s j, then h Y is identity for all 
i G j. We do not know whether the converse implication holds. However, if X has 
only one vanishing homology besides Ho (with integer coefficients), then we need 
consider only integer coefficients in 2.10(3) and 2.10(l) can be replaced by the 
apparently weaker condition: c(Wi(Xk)) = c(Hi(Xk+,)) for all k and i ~j. 
We next consider Milnor fibrations [9]. Since there is only one nonvanishing 
homology besides Ho for the infinite cyclic cover, Theorem 2.10 and the remarks 
2.17 apply and we can relate the periodicity of the monodromy to the periodicity in 
the homology of the cyclic covers. As simply examples how the monodromy may 
be finite, but there may not be any periodicity in the homology of the branched 
covers. However, if the link is a rational homology sphere (actually, in a slightly 
more general situation) it is shown in [4] that the finiteness of the monodromy 
implies periodicity in the homology of branched covers. We complete this result as 
follows (we refer to [4] for relevant definitions): 
2.18. Proposition. Let (S*“+l, K) be a simple fibre&i knot with K a rational 
homology sphere. Let Bk be the k* branched cover of S*“+’ branched along K. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) c(H,(&)) = c(K(&+~)) for all k, 
(2) X(&J- H,(Bk+m) for all k, 
(3) H,(&)- H,(&,,l) for all k 
(4) (h,)‘” is identity, 
(5) the first Alexander invariant h,(t) of (S*“+‘, K) divides t” - 1. 
Sketch of proof. The equivalence of(2) and (3) follows as in the proof of 4.1 of [S]. 
To see that (4) and (5) are equivalent, first observe that H,(x) is free and A,(t) is 
nonzero (see proof of Theorem 8.5 of [9]). Hence by [3], AI(t) is primitive and 
therefore h,(t) is primitive and by [3], it is the characteristic polynomial of h,. That 
(h,)m is identity is equivalent to saying that A,(t) divides t” - 1. That (4) implies (2) 
is proved in [4]. (See Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2.) Remark 2.17 shows that (1) 
and (4) are equivalent. So it remains to prove that (2) implies (4). 
Let X be the exterior of K and Xk the kti’ cyclic cover of X. We have an exact . 
sequence: 
+ H,,+,(B,o X)+ K (Xi)+ H, (Bk)_)Oa 
Moreover H,+*(Bk, Xk) = H,+,(K x (I?*, S’)) = H,-*(K). Since H,(&) is periodic, 
we find that c(HR(Xk)) is bounded. Hence hf, is identity for some I, by Proposition 
2.5. Thus h Irn is identity. Hence 0 = (h F - 1) = (h, - I) (1 + h, + l l l + h p-l). Since 
K is a rational homology sphere, h, - 1 is invertible over rationals and therefore 
EL,’ h !, is zero over rationals (see [4]). E,’ h I is zero over integers. 
Theorem 3.1 of [4], we have an ey:dct sequence: 
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Thus H, (2) is isomorphic to H, (B,,,, ) and since h r - 1 is zero, H, (2) is isomorphic 
to .H,(XIm). Thus Ip,(Xr,) and I%(&,,) are isomorphic. We have a commutative 
diagram 
where all the maps are surjections. Moreover by hypothesis, H,,(&,J and H,(&) 
are isomorphic and above we saw that H, (Xl,,, ) and H,, (J3,,,,) are isomorphic. Hence 
H,(Xb) and M,(X,) are isomorphic. Thus Hh(Xm) is isomorphic to H.(g) and 
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